
Procedure  for Reporting  and  Processing Live Animal Consignments at Heathrow Airport  

By    Heathrow   Animal   Reception    Centre   and    other   Temporary   Storage   Facilities  

 

Under EU legislation, Council Directive 91/496 EEC. Laying down the organisation of veterinary checks on 

animals, and Regulation (EU) 576/2013 on the Non-Commercial Movement of Pet Animals it became 

mandatory that animals enter the EU via a Border Inspection Post or Traveller’s Point of Entry only. These EU 

regulations are implemented in English legislation by the Trade in Animals and Related Products Regulations 

2011, The Non-Commercial Movement of Pet Animals Order 2011 (as amended) and the Rabies (Importation 

of Dogs, Cats and Other Mammals) Order 1974 

The Heathrow Animal Reception Centre, hereinafter called HARC is the only Border Inspection Post and 

Traveller’s Point of Entry at Heathrow Airport. 

 HARC, an Internal Temporary Storage Facility [ITSF] will become inventory linked effective 1st May 2019 under 
UCC legislation. The following procedures will replace the current manual procedures that have been in use 
due to absence of inventory control in HARC. The shed code for HARC has been set up as ARC to assist the 
trade community. 

A. Inbound  

A.1 Where HARC Collects the Animals 

1 HARC will report the arrival of consignment by creating an NPR only record in their ITSF as soon as the 
Animal has been received in their shed. 

2 ITSF responsible for handling the flight on which the Animal has travelled will check CCS-UK to confirm 
that HARC has received the goods. ITSF will print this record and retain in the file as evidence – see 
para E below. 

3 ITSF will create the inventory record, nominate an agent for the goods and input Inter Shed Removal 
[ ISR] to HARC using Shed Code ‘ARC’ 

4 HARC will receive P5 printout to notify that ISR has been input which achieved clearance and status 1 
has been set by the ITSF.  

5 HARC will create an inventory record and a Customs declaration on CHIEF can be made by the 
nominated agent. 

6 Just in case, HARC are notified of a change in the agent, they may carry out the change but must advise 
the ITSF immediately to assist them to bill the correct agent. 

A.2 Where ITSF Delivers the Animal 

The animal will go to the ITSF and normal procedure of Inter Shed Removal to HARC, signing the Removal 
Authority etc will be followed. Special procedures do not apply. 

A.3 Private Importers [ currently only applicable to EU arrivals (C status)] 

1 HARC will report the arrival of consignment by creating an NPR only record as soon as the Animal has 
been received in their shed. 

2 ITSF handling the flight on which the animal has arrived will check the CCS-UK to confirm that HARC 
has received the goods. ITSF will print this record and retain in the file as evidence of receipt of freight. 

3 ITSF will create and clear the goods as EC consignment.  



4 ITSF will issue the Release Note signed by them to Importer after collecting their dues. 
5 HARC will create an inventory record and clear goods as EC status.  
6 HARC will retain the signed Release Note from ITSF in their file as evidence of release. In absence of 

this Release Note, HARC will send the Importer to the ITSF. HARC will not release the goods until 
signed Release Note has been produced to them by the Importer. 

7 HARC will use Release Note generated in their own shed to release the goods to the Importer. 

 

A.4 Goods requiring breakdown 

These goods are mainly fish and invertebrates etc. These will arrive in the ITSF, processed, Inter Shed Removed 
and transferred to HARC using normal import procedures. Special procedures do not apply. 

B. Through air waybills [ TWB] 

B.1 Where HARC Collects the Animal 

1 HARC will report the arrival of consignment by creating an NPR only record as soon as the animal has 
been received in their shed. 

2 ITSF handling the flight on which the animal has travelled will check CCS-UK to confirm that HARC has 
received the goods. ITSF will print this record and retain in the file as evidence – see para E below. 

3 ITSF will create the inventory record and process the TWB consignment. 
4 HARC will check CCS-UK to confirm that ITSF has processed the TWB. HARC will print and retain this 

as evidence.  
5 HARC will create an inventory record using ARC as the dummy prefix and process the TWB. 
6 HARC will notify ITSF with the confirmation of delivery of goods to the flight.  

B.2 Where ITSF Delivers the Animal 

1 The ITSF will report the consignment as normal for TWB. 
2 ITSF will use TFM to deliver goods to HARC. Sheds without the capability of producing TFM can use a 

manual release document. 
3 On receipt of freight, HARC will report the consignment as a TWB using ARC as a prefix.  
4 HARC will use their TFM to release the goods to ITSF for outbound movement. 
5 ITSF may use 2nd part of the manual release document for their control purposes for the outbound 

movement. 

C. Outbound 

C.1 Where HARC Delivers the Animal 

1 On receipt of goods from exporter / agent HARC will process the consignment as per normal export 
procedure. This means freight is arrived, screened and security certificate issued where required and 
P2P obtained. 

2 ITSF is advised of the P2P with or without documents as per agreement. 
3 ITSF will arrive the freight on system and manifest it.   

C.2 Where ITSF Delivers the Animal 

Goods will not go to HARC. Normal export procedure applies in the ITSF. 



D. Offloads 

1 In case the goods are unable to be loaded on a scheduled aircraft, ARC must immediately advise the 
relevant ITSF, preferably from the aircraft side. 

2 ITSF must follow the offload procedure and must not depart the shipment. 
3 In case the flight has departed but gone technical and returned after the take-off, the goods would 

initially be required to go to HARC. These may be booked on the following flights or returned to the 
shipper. HARC will set up an electronic log for offloads which will demonstrate arrival and subsequent 
departure of the animal. 

4 ITSF will follow the normal procedure for offloads.    

E. Other 

As mentioned above, these procedures have been set up specifically for the welfare of arriving Animals and 
must not be considered as setting the precedence for any other Temporary Storage Operation. 

To reduce handling of documents between sheds, the following has been agreed between AOCC representing 
the trade and Border Force at Heathrow Airport. 

1 When ITSF view the record on CCS-UK to confirm the package reporting [NPR] by HARC, a print 
of this record in the file is acceptable evidence to automatically authorise the ITSF to report 
freight arrival on their system. The number of pieces expected and received [ NPX and NPR] must 
match in both sheds. Any discrepancy must be communicated and resolved between HARC and 
the ITSF to avoid liability issues and noncompliance with HMRC /Border Force.  

2 The printout of package input in the ITSF will also be accepted as evidence of delivery of freight 
to HARC. Therefore, this copy must be attached to the Removal Authority and kept in the 
consignment file in the ITSF for control and audit purposes. 
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